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Recent results from ATLAS and CMS point to a narrow range for the Higgs mass: MH 2
ð124; 126Þ GeV. Given this range, a case may be made for new physics beyond the Standard Model
(SM) because of the resultant vacuum stability problem, i.e., the SM Higgs quartic coupling may run to
negative values at a scale below the Planck scale. We study representative minimal extensions of the SM
that can keep the SM Higgs vacuum stable to the Planck scale by introducing new scalar or fermion
interactions at the TeV scale while solving other phenomenological problems. In particular, we consider
the type-II seesaw model, which is introduced to explain the nonzero Majorana masses of the active
neutrinos. Similarly, we observe that if the stability of the SM Higgs vacuum is ensured by the running of
the gauge sector couplings, then one may require a series of new electroweak multiplets, the neutral
component of which can be a cold dark matter candidate. Stability may also point to a new Uð1Þ gauge
symmetry, in which the SM Higgs carries a nonzero charge.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.113017 PACS numbers: 14.80.Bn, 95.35.+d
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, the
Higgs field [1] provides the mechanism of spontaneous
electroweak symmetry breaking and the origin of masses
of the fundamental particles, but until recently the Higgs
boson itself left no signal in high-energy collider experi-
ments. The situation has clearly changed, however, as both
the ATLAS [2] and CMS [3] collaborations have
announced observation of a bosonic particle at about the
5 significance level. The excess is driven by the two
channels with the highest mass resolution H ! ZZðÞ !
4‘ and H ! , and the equally sensitive but low
resolution H ! WWðÞ ! ‘‘ channel. Assuming the
boson spin is shown to be zero, these results will provide
conclusive evidence for the discovery of a Higgs-like
scalar particle with mass 126:0 0:4ðstatÞ  0:4ðsysÞ GeV
for ATLAS and 125:3 0:4ðstatÞ  0:5ðsysÞ GeV for
CMS.
The discovery points to a favored mass range: MH 2
ð124; 126Þ GeV, which is in agreement with the indirect
detections from the electroweak precision constraints,
MH < 158 GeV [4]. It fixes the one remaining free parame-
ter in the SM: the Higgs self-coupling .1 However, this low
Higgs mass immediately leads to the problem of the SM
Higgs vacuum stability which requires  to remain positive
at all scales . If  becomes negative at some scale, the
potential is either unbounded from below and has no state of
minimum energy or has a vacuum with lower energy for the
case where may run positive again at an even higher scale.
Given MH  126 GeV, the Higgs self-coupling  may run
negative at a scale below the Planck scale [5–7], necessitat-
ing new physics beyond the SM (BSM). It was shown in
Ref. [8] that absolute vacuum stability requires a Higgs mass
MH  129 6 GeV, by using a partial two-loop matching
and three-loop renormalization group running procedure
and taking into account the existing 2 experimental uncer-
tainties in the mass of the top quark and s. A very similar
conclusion was given in Ref. [9]. Additionally, Ref. [10]
studied the two-loop QCD and Yukawa corrections to the
relation between the Higgs quartic coupling and the Higgs
mass so as to reduce the uncertainty in the determination of
the Higgs mass from ðÞ. The authors claimed that while 
at the Planck scale is remarkably close to zero, the absolute
stability of the SM Higgs potential is excluded at 98% C.L.
forMH < 126 GeV. Thus a124–126 GeVHiggs strongly
points to new physics in the desert between the Fermi and
Planck scales. Supersymmetry and extra dimension models
may provide solutions to this problem, but up to now no
clear signals of such new physics have emerged from col-
lider searches. Therefore it is instructive to consider alter-
native simple extensions of the SM that can alleviate the
vacuum stability problem.
Despite the absence of collider BSM signals, definitive
evidence of new physics beyond the SM comes from sev-
eral additional sources, including neutrino masses and dark
matter. The solar, atmospheric, reactor, and accelerator
neutrino experiments have provided convincing evidence
that neutrinos are massive and lepton flavors are mixed
[11]. Precise cosmological observations have confirmed
the existence of nonbaryonic cold dark matter with an
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1The Higgs quadratic coupling can be expressed in terms of
the Higgs vacuum expectation value and .
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abundance of Dh
2 ¼ 0:1123 0:0035 [12]. These two
important discoveries cannot be accommodated in the SM
without introducing extra ingredients. Doing so can affect
the stability of the electroweak vacuum via one or more of
the following interactions: (1) additional quartic scalar
interactions associated with new scalar degrees of freedom;
(2) Yukawa interactions associated with neutrino mass
generation; (3) modified or extended gauge interactions
appearing in neutrino mass and/or dark matter models.
In this work, we study examples of all three. In particu-
lar, to understand the origin of the neutrino masses, one
may extend the SM with heavy Majorana neutrinos so that
light neutrino masses can be generated through the so-
called seesaw mechanism. There are three types of tree-
level seesaw mechanisms, categorized according to the
particle content of their extension to the SM: heavy
Majorana neutrinos (type-I [13]) plus either a Y ¼ 1
Higgs triplet (type-II [14]) or a Y ¼ 0 Fermion triplet
(type-III [15]) (Y is the SM hypercharge quantum number).
In the context of type-I models, the impact of heavy right-
handed neutrinos, NR, on the SM Higgs vacuum stability
and metastability scales was studied in Refs. [6,16,17],
with the result that the NR decrease the Higgs vacuum
stability scale. In this paper we will study the effect of a
TeV scale type-II seesaw model on the Higgs vacuum
stability. Our result shows that the the SM Higgs vacuum
can remain stable up to the Planck scale for certain chosen
parameters of the type-II seesaw model.
We also study how to keep the SM Higgs vacuum stable
by making changes only to the gauge interactions. In the
context of the SM gauge groups, stability up to the Planck
scale can be restored by introducing a series of new elec-
troweak multiplets, the neutral component of which may
serve as the cold dark matter candidate. The presence of
these multiplets may significantly alter the renormalization
group (RG) evolution of the gauge coupling coefficients
and thus indirectly keep the SM Higgs vacuum stable up to
the Planck scale. We also study the implications of the SM
Higgs vacuum stability for a new gauge symmetry. In
Ref. [18] it was shown that there are only flavor-dependent
anomaly-free gaugedUð1Þ symmetries in the minimal SM.
In the SM with three right-handed neutrinos and a scalar
singlet, there is another well-known anomaly-free gauged
Uð1Þ symmetry: Uð1ÞB-L [19]. However, the SM Higgs
boson carries no new Uð1Þ charge in both cases. The
presence of these new Uð1Þ symmetries only affects the
running behavior of the Yukawa couplings (most notably
that of the top quark). In this paper, we study the effect of a
new type of Uð1Þ gauge symmetry in which the SM Higgs
boson carries a nonzero charge. The anomalies are sponta-
neously canceled by extending the SM with three right-
handed neutrinos. We derive the one-loop -functions of
the model and investigate their effects on the SM Higgs
vacuum stability. We find that stability of the vacuum can
be achieved for some regions of parameter space.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we show
preliminary formulas relevant for the numerical analysis.
We investigate the type-II seesaw effect in Sec. III.
Section IV is devoted to studying the implications of
the SM Higgs vacuum stability for the gauge interactions.
We summarize in Sec. V. Expressions for the relevant
-functions appear in the Appendix.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We first review the stability analysis within the SM. A
constraint on the Higgs mass can be obtained by the
requirement that spontaneous symmetry breaking actually
occurs; that is, VðvÞ is the minimum of the Higgs potential
VðHÞ ¼ 2HyHþ 1
2
ðHyHÞ2; (1)
where v  246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value
(VEV). This bound is essentially equivalent to the require-
ment that the quartic Higgs coupling ðÞ never becomes
negative at any scale <NP, where NP is the scale of
new physics.2 In this paper we will study numerically the
impact of representative simple BSM scenarios on the vac-
uum stability of a 124–126 GeV SM Higgs. As a SM
baseline, we will use the two-loop -functions of the Higgs
self-coupling , the gauge couplings gi (i ¼ 1, 2, 3) and the
top quark Yukawa coupling yt, as well as the one-loop
matching condition for the SM Higgs mass. Contributions
of BSM physics are considered at the one-loop level. The
resulting stability requirements for a given BSM scenario are
likely to be overly conservative, since the three-loop analyses
tend to alleviate the tension of a 124–126 GeV Higgs with
stability. However, since we do not presently have in hand the
two-loop running for the BSM scenarios, it may not make
sense to consider the SM at the three-loop and the BSM at the
one-loop. Thus, for illustrative purposes wewill use the ‘‘one-
loop matching and two-loop renormalization group running’’
procedure. The -function of  is given to two-loop order in
Eq. (A3), in whichð1Þ ,
ð2Þ
 represent the-functions of at
the one-loop and two-loop levels, respectively; t  ln=0
with0 being a reference energy scale; and yt is the Yukawa
coupling of the top quark. For illustrative purposes, we
neglect the scale dependence of the Yukawa and gauge
couplings, arriving at a simplified condition for vacuum
stability at the scale :
ðÞðEWÞþ

1
162
ð1Þ þ
1
ð162Þ2
ð2Þ


ln


EW

>0:
(2)
Ameaningful and complete analysis should take into account
the running behavior of all parameters. One should also
2For the first paper to include precise evaluation of the
renormalization group evolution when studying the SM Higgs
vacuum stability problem, see Ref. [20].
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implement the one-loop matching condition between the
running Higgs quartic coupling and the Higgs boson pole
mass MH [21]:
ðMHÞv2 ¼ M2H½1þðMHÞ; (3)
where the expression of ðxÞ can be found in Ref. [22].
The two-loop -functions for the gauge couplings are
given in Eq. (A5), in which YU;D;E represent the Yukawa
coupling matrices of up quarks, down quarks, and charged
leptons, respectively. Here the SUð3ÞC 	 SUð2ÞL 	Uð1ÞY
gauge couplings g3, g2, g1 are normalized based on SUð5Þ
(though we do not impose any grand unified theory rela-
tions on the couplings), so the electroweak couplings g and
g0 are related to these by g2 ¼ g22 and g02 ¼ ð3=5Þg21. The
determination of the couplings proceeds from the relations
ig2i =4, with ð1;2;3Þ¼ð0:01681;0:03354;0:1176Þ
at the Z pole [11].
The two-loop -function of the top quark Yukawa cou-
pling is given in Eq. (A8). The initial input of yt is given by
ytðMtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
mtðMtÞ=v, where v ¼ 246:2 GeV and mt is
the top quark running mass determined from [23]:
Mt  mtðMtÞ

1þ 4
3
3ðMtÞ

þ 11

3ðMtÞ


2


mtðMtÞ
2v

2

; (4)
in which the second and the third terms correspond to the
one- and two-loop QCD corrections while the fourth term
comes from the electroweak corrections at the one-loop
level. We use the running mass of the top quark value
mtðMZÞ ¼ 172:1 GeV [7] in our following numerical
analysis. Utilizing the foregoing RG analysis and the
present range for MH, one finds that  runs negative for
 109–1011 GeV.
III. A NEW SCALAR INTERACTION
AND NEUTRINO MASS
A simple solution to the 125 GeV SM Higgs vacuum
stability problem is obtained by introducing a new beyond-
the-SM scalar that may interact with the SMHiggs through
a four scalar coupling vertex. Typical examples are the
Higgs portal dark matter models, e.g., the scalar singlet or
‘‘darkon’’ [24–26] and inert dark matter models [27]. For
detailed analyses of the implications of these models on the
Higgs vacuum stability, see Refs. [28–34].
The fact that neutrinos have tiny but nonzero masses is
the first (terrestrial) experimental evidence of new physics
beyond the SM. The most convincing idea to explain the
origin of neutrino masses is the seesaw mechanism. The
effect of a type-I seesaw model on the Higgs vacuum
stability was studied in Refs. [6,16], and the type-I seesaw
model was found to aggravate the instability of the vacuum.
Here we investigate the effect of a TeV scale type-II seesaw
model, which extends the SM with a triplet scalar ,
 ¼ 
þ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
þþ
0 þ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p
 !
;
transforming as (3, 1) under the electroweak gauge group
SUð2ÞL 	Uð1ÞY . The additional scalar potential can be
written as
V ¼ M2 Tr½y þ
1
2
ðTr½yÞ2 þ 2
2
½ðTr½yÞ2
 TrðyyÞ þ 4HyH Tr½y
þ 5Hy½y;H þ ½
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
6H
Ti2
yH þ H:c::
(5)
The scalar triplet couples to the left-handed lepton doublet
through the following Yukawa interaction:
 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðYÞij ‘CiL "‘jL þ H:c:; (6)
where C is the charge conjugation operator. The active
neutrino mass can be derived from Eq. (6) after the sponta-
neous breaking of electroweak symmetry: M ¼ Yv
where v is the VEVof the scalar triplet and is constrained
to be less than 1 GeV by the 	 parameter.
In this model the one-loop -function of  can be
written as [35,36]
ð1Þ ¼ ðð1Þ ÞSM þ 624 þ 425; (7)
and the one loop -functions for the gauge couplings in
this case are given by ðb1; b2; b3Þ ¼ ð47=10;5=2;7Þ,
with bi defined in Eq. (A5). Notice that both 4 and 5
contribute to the -function of . Here we mainly consider
the effect of 4 by working in the limit where the other
triplet couplings (1, 2, and 5) are equal to zero at the
input scale. This is a reasonable simplification since 1 and
2 do not contribute to  at the one-loop level, and as
Eq. (7) shows 4 has a larger impact on the running of 
than 5 (assuming 4 and 5 are of the same order).
3
Nonetheless we do include the RG evolution of all the
scalar couplings in our analysis and we ensure that all of
the vacuum stability conditions in Ref. [37], which in our
notation are given by
 > 0 (8)
1  0 (9)
1 þ 122 > 0 (10)
4ðþ5Þ þ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
> 0 (11)
3Equivalent conclusions can be reached by considering the
effect of 5 as well.
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4ðþ5Þ þ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


1 þ 122
s
> 0; (12)
are for all values of  between MH and Mpl [the paren-
theses in Eqs. (11) and (12) indicate that there are actually
two stability conditions in each equation: one with 5 in
the parentheses taken into account and the other one with-
out]. A vacuum stability analysis in which the other type-II
seesaw scalar couplings are allowed to have nonzero values
at the input scale is much more complicated (see Ref. [31])
and would distract from our purpose of studying the RG
evolution of . Furthermore, we note that, as 6 appears in
neither the other scalar coupling -functions nor the vac-
uum stability conditions in Eqs. (8)–(12), we do not
include it in our analysis. The coupling 6 effects the
seesaw mechanism by giving the triplet a VEV:
v  6v
2
M2
(13)
and as mentioned above M ¼ Yv. Bounds on 6 that
arise fromavoiding tachyonicdirections in the potential at the
electroweak (EW) minimum [37] can always be satisfied—
while still obtaining the desired neutrino masses—through
appropriate choices of the triplet mass scale M and the
Yukawa couplings Y.
To study the Higgs vacuum stability, we first calculate
the quartic coupling ðMHÞ using the one-loop matching
condition in Eq. (3), then run ðÞ to the Planck scale by
solving the RG equations. The -function of 4 is
164 ¼ 

9
2
g21 þ
33
2
g22

4 þ 6g42 þ
27
25
g41
þ 825 þ ð81 þ 22 þ 6þ 44
þ 2Tr½YyY þ 6y2t Þ4: (14)
The -function for the top Yukawa coupling is the same as
that in the SM. The -functions for the i (i ¼ 1, 2, 5) can
be found in the Appendix. We assume the scalar triplet is at
the electroweak scale and therefore Y 
 1, as implied by
the scale of the light neutrino masses. Consequently we can
safely neglect the Tr½YyY term in Eq. (14) and need not
consider the matching condition at the seesaw threshold. In
the left panel of Fig. 1 we plot  as a function of the energy
scale . The solid and dashed lines correspond to MH ¼
124 GeV and 4 ¼ 0:01, 0.10, respectively. The short-
dashed and dotted lines correspond to MH ¼ 126 GeV
and 4 ¼ 0:30, 0.10. We find that the vacuum of a
124–126 GeV Higgs can be stable up to the Planck scale
for the case of 4 ¼ 0:1, while the vacuum of the 124 GeV
Higgs will be unstable at the scale of Oð1010Þ GeV for the
case 4 ¼ 0:01.
It is interesting and instructive to also study the pertur-
bativity constraints in this model. The perturbativity bound
is defined as the highest Higgs boson running mass given
by the the Higgs quartic coupling which satisfies the con-
dition ðÞ< 8:2 [38] for any  between the electroweak
and Planck scales, Mpl (this criterion is less stringent than
that used in Ref. [30] which was based on the work of
Ref. [39]). With this perturbativity requirement, in con-
junction with the vacuum stability conditions, we plot in
the right panel of Fig. 1 the bounds on the Higgs massMH
as a function of the energy scale . The plus and cross
signs are the perturbativity constraints with 4 equal to 0.2
and 0.4, respectively. The dashed and dotted lines are the
vacuum stability constraints with 4 ¼ 0:4 and 0.2, respec-
tively. The horizontal band is the current experimental
value of the Higgs boson mass. We can read from the
figure that the 125 GeV SM Higgs mass satisfies both the
perturbativity and the vacuum stability constraints up to
the Planck scale for an appropriately chosen initial input
value of 4. Note that the range of this coupling that is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Left panel:  as the function of energy scale . The solid and dashed lines correspond toMH ¼ 124 GeV and
4 ¼ 0:01, 0.10 respectively. The short-dashed and dotted lines correspond toMH ¼ 126 GeV and 4 ¼ 0:30, 0.10 respectively. Right
panel: MH as the function of cutoff scale . The plus and cross signs are the perturbativity constraint with 4 being 0.2 and 0.4. The
dashed and dotted lines are the vacuum stability constraint with 4 ¼ 0:4 and 0.2, respectively. The horizontal band is the current
experimental value of the Higgs boson mass.
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consistent with both vacuum stability and perturbativity is
rather restricted.
We comment that our analysis is similar in spirit to that
of Ref. [31], though with some differences. In particular,
we use two-loop -functions for the gauge and Yukawa
couplings, analyze in more detail the perturbativity
bounds, and study a range of input values for 4. On the
other hand, [31] considers the behavior of the full set of
scalar couplings, constraints for electroweak precision
data, and implications for the H !  rate.
IV. MODIFIED GAUGE INTERACTIONS
In this section, we consider alternative solutions to the
SM Higgs vacuum stability problem by (a) modifying the
-functions of the gauge couplings through the introduc-
tion of new EW multiplets, which might provide a cold
dark matter candidate, or (b) introducing a newUð1Þ gauge
symmetry.
A. Higgs vacuum stability with new EW multiplet
Higher representation EW multiplets exist in various
models. A typical example is the gauge portal dark matter
model in which dark matter annihilates into the SM parti-
cles through EW gauge interactions. The gauge portal
scenario is one genre of a more general set of dark matter
models that also include Higgs portal and axion portal
models among others. Minimal dark matter [40–42] is a
typical gauge-portal dark matter model in which a high-
dimension electroweak multiplet [e.g., a (1, 5, 0)] with
hypercharge Y ¼ 0 is introduced. There are also models
where an electroweak triplet [43,44] or 7-plet [45] can be a
dark matter candidate.4 Taking into account loop contribu-
tions from these new EW multiplets, the one-loop
-functions of g2 and g1 will be
162ð1Þg2 ¼ 162ðð1Þg2 ÞSM þ
nðn2  1Þ
18ð1þ 
Þ g
3
2; (15)
162ð1Þg1 ¼ 162ðð1Þg1 ÞSM þ
2n
5ð1þ 
ÞY
2g31; (16)
where 
 ¼ 1 or 0 for bosonic or fermionic dark matter
respectively. Y is the weak hypercharge of the dark matter
and n is the dimension of the SUð2ÞL multiplet representa-
tion. We can conclude that the running behavior of the gi
may be significantly changed for these cases and thus may
have an effect on the RG evolution of the Higgs quartic
coupling.
To illustrate, we plot in the left panel of Fig. 2 the
coupling  as the function of energy scale , where the
solid, dashed, dotted, and short-dashed lines correspond to
the addition of ð1; 7; 0; SÞ, ð1; 5; 0; FÞ, ð1; 4; 1=2; SÞ and
ð1; 3; 0; FÞ EW multiplets, separately (S and F represent
bosonic—i.e., scalar—and fermionic fields). We set MH ¼
126 GeV and mtðMHÞ ¼ 167 GeV for the initial inputs.
The mass of the EW multiplet is set to be several TeV so
as to be consistent with the constraint on the dark matter
relic abundance [40,44]. We conclude from the figure that
the 126 GeV SM Higgs vacuum is stable up to the Planck
scale with the addition of a single 5-plet or 7-plet; however,
the Higgs vacuum remains unstable with the addition of a
single electroweak triplet or quadruplet. At least two extra
EWmultiplets of the triplet or quadruplet variety are needed
to keep the Higgs vacuum stable up to the Planck scale as
can be seen from the right panel of Fig. 2.
B. Higgs vacuum stability with
extra Uð1Þ gauge symmetry
It has been shown that there are only flavor-dependent
anomaly-free gaugedUð1Þ symmetries, i.e.,Uð1ÞLi-Lj [18],
in the SM. A Uð1ÞB-L gauge symmetry emerges in the SM
plus three right-handed neutrinos.5 However, the SMHiggs
boson carries no Uð1Þ charge for both cases, so the only
impact of the newUð1Þ symmetry relevant to stability is on
the running behavior of the top quark Yukawa coupling. In
this paperwe investigate a newanomaly-freeUð1Þ0 forwhich
the SMHiggsmay carry a charge. Such a new symmetrymay
originate from grand unified theory models [46] or string
inspired models [47]. Only right-handed fermions and the
SM Higgs boson carry a Uð1Þ0 charge which we normalize
to be multiples of ‘‘a.’’ The even number of fermion dou-
blets required by the global SUð2ÞL anomaly [48]
is provided by the SM. The absence of axial-vector
anomalies [49–51] in the presence of the Uð1Þ0 and the
gravitational-gauge anomaly [52–54] requires that certain
sums of the Uð1Þ0 charges vanish. The right-handed fermi-
ons are assigned charges of a so these anomaly-free
conditions are
SUð3Þ2CUð1Þ0:  2ðaÞ  2ðaÞ ¼ 0; (17)
SUð2Þ2LUð1ÞY: 0; (18)
Uð1Þ2YUð1Þ0: 

3

2
3

2
aþ 3

1
3

2ðaÞþ ð1Þ2ðaÞ

¼ 0;
(19)
Uð1Þ02Uð1ÞY :  a2

3	 2
3
 3	 1
3
 1

¼ 0; (20)
Uð1Þ0:  ½aþ ðaÞ  3½aþ ðaÞ ¼ 0; (21)
4Recently, it was observed that the viability of scalar dark
matter in these scenarios typically requires the introduction of an
additional discrete symmetry in order to avoid the presence of
destabilizing super-renormalizable interactions [42].
5The additional Uð1Þ may also be global, but we focus on the
gauged case.
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Uð1Þ03:  ½a3 þ ðaÞ3  3½a3 þ ðaÞ3 ¼ 0: (22)
The Uð1Þ0 charge of the SM Higgs is fixed by the Yukawa
interactions. We list in Table I the quantum numbers of the
fields under the Uð1Þ0.
We have also included an additional scalar fieldwhich
appears in Table I. The Uð1Þ0 can be spontaneously broken
by the addition of this scalar  with nonzero VEV and
transforming as a singlet under the SM gauge group. The
number of generations of the scalar , n, and its Uð1Þ0
charge—written as a multiple X of a—are not fixed by the
requirement of anomaly cancellation or any interactions
with the SM fields. The impact of the resulting singlet-
Higgs interactions on stability constitutes a special case of
earlier work [30,32–34], so we do not consider it in detail
here.6 We only focus on the impact of the Uð1Þ0 gauge
interaction on the Higgs vacuum stability. Note that the
charge normalization a can be absorbed by a redefinition of
the new gauge coupling g4 ! g4=a. Taking the coefficient
of the HyHy operator to be negligible, the one-loop
-function of  can be written as
162ð1Þ ¼ 162ðð1Þ ÞSM þ
3
4

16g44 þ
24
5
g21g
2
4 þ 8g22g24

 12g24; (23)
where the second and third terms are the contribution of the
Uð1Þ0. The -function of g4 can be written as
162g4¼

2
3
	8nFþ23nHþ
1
3
nX
2

g34b4g34; (24)
where nF, nH and n are the number of generations of
fermions (3), the SM Higgs doublet (1), and an additional
Uð1Þ0-breaking singlet, respectively. The new gauge
interaction also affects the evolution of the Yukawa cou-
pling of the top quark. Its -function is given by
162ð1Þt ¼ 162ðð1Þt ÞSM  3g24yt: (25)
The number of generations of scalars n, their Uð1Þ0
charge X, and the value of the coupling g4 at the input
scale are not totally arbitrary. At one-loop order, it is
straightforward to determine the scale at which g4 has a
Landau pole [we will leave a study of the two-loop effects
of the new Uð1Þ0 symmetry for future work]. Solving
Eq. (24) for g4ðÞ and equating the resulting denominator
with zero, the Landau pole scale is found to be
Landau ¼ 0 exp½162=2b4g4ð0Þ2; (26)
where g4ð0Þ is the value of the gauge coupling at the input
scale 0. By increasing g4ð0Þ, n, or X (the latter two
increase b4), Landau decreases. For certain choices it will
be true that Landau <Mpl and as g4 ! 1 then surely 
becomes nonperturbative. Nonetheless, our numerical
analysis shows that the choice of g4ð0Þ has a more direct
impact on the running of  than varying n and X, so we fix
n ¼ X ¼ 1 to allow the greatest freedom in choosing the
value of the Uð1Þ0 gauge coupling at the input scale while
avoiding the Landau pole.
We show in Fig. 3 the vacuum stability and perturbativ-
ity bounds on the SMHiggs massMH as a function of for
a set of values of g4. We set the scale of Uð1Þ0 breaking at
the TeV scale and the mass of the corresponding Z0 boson to
be MZ0  2 TeV in order to be roughly consistent with
present LHC bounds [55]. The plus and cross signs represent
perturbativity constraints (by requiring  < 8:2) with g4
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FIG. 2 (color online). Left panel:  as the function of energy scale , where the solid, dashed, dotted and shot-dashed lines
correspond to ð1; 7; 0; SÞ, ð1; 5; 0; FÞ, ð1; 4; 1=2; SÞ and ð1; 3; 0; FÞ EW multiplet cases respectively, where S and F represent bosonic or
fermionic fields. Right panel:  as the function of . The solid, dashed and dotted lines correspond to two quadruplet, two triplet and
one triplet plus one quadruplet cases, respectively.
TABLE I. Quantum numbers of fields under local Uð1Þ.
Fields ‘ QL R ER UR DR H 
Uð1Þ0 0 0 a a a a a Xa6A detailed study of the electroweak precision measurement
constraints on this model is also beyond the scope of this paper.
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being 0.3 and 0.2, respectively. The dashed and dotted lines
represent the Higgs vacuum stability constraint with g4 being
0.2 and 0.3, respectively. The horizontal band is the currently
measured value of the Higgs mass. It is evident from the
figure that the SM Higgs vacuum stability predicts that g4
should be roughly larger than 0.2 in this specific model,
though a smaller value could also be viable if the impact of
the singlet scalar-Higgs coupling is included. Alternatively,
the presence of a sufficiently large gauge coupling would
allow for stability in the absence of a significant singlet-Higgs
interaction. In either case, such a parameter space might be
accessible by the LHC, since we have assumed that MZ0 
2 TeV. A detailed analysis of the collider signatures of the
model will be presented in future work.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
If the observed 125 GeV boson is, indeed, the Higgs
boson, then stability of the SM electroweak vacuum up to
the Planck scale may require that some BSM degrees of
freedom become active at scales* 1 TeV. The presence of
these degrees of freedom can modify the RG evolution
of the Higgs quartic self-interaction that may otherwise run
negative below the Planck scale. In general, three ingre-
dients may change the running behavior of the Higgs self-
coupling: four-scalar interactions, Yukawa interactions,
and gauge interactions. In this paper, we have studied the
SM Higgs vacuum stability problem in representative
minimal extensions of the SM that also address other
phenomenological problems, accounting for the neutrino
masses, dark matter from EW multiplets, and a new
gauge symmetry. We find that vacuum stability of a
124–126 GeV Higgs up to the Planck scale could point
to the existence of new scalars, which might be a TeV-scale
Higgs triplet in the type-II seesaw model, whose coupling
4 with the SM Higgs should be in the rather restricted
range (0.1, 0.4). Alternatively, stability could be achieved
through existence of a series of TeV-scale EW multiplets,
which can be gauge-portal dark matter candidates, or to a
new Uð1Þ0 gauge symmetry, in which the SM Higgs carries
a nonzero charge. In the former case, the number of new
particles should be relatively large, i.e., one generation
quintuplet fermion (or higher representational EW multi-
plet) or at least two quadruplet scalar and (or) triplet
fermion multiplets. If the new Uð1Þ symmetry is broken
at the TeV scale, then the SM Higgs vacuum stability
implies that g4 cannot be arbitrarily small unless the cou-
plings of the associated SM singlets to the Higgs doublet,
the number of singlets, or the singlet Uð1Þ0 charge is
sufficiently large.
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APPENDIX: -FUNCTIONS OF PHYSICS
PARAMETERS
The two-loop -function of the Higgs quartic coupling
 is given by [23]
d
dt
¼ 1
162
ð1Þ þ
1
ð162Þ2 
ð2Þ
 ; (A1)
with
ð1Þ ¼ þ122 

9
5
g21 þ 9g22

þ 27
100
g41 þ
9
10
g21g
2
2
þ 9
4
g42 þ 12y2t  12y4t ; (A2)
ð2Þ ¼783þ

54
5
g21þ 54g22

2

73
8
g42
117
20
g21g
2
2
1887
200
g41

 3y4t þ 3058 g
6
2
289
40
g21g
4
2
1677
20
g41g
2
2
 3411
1000
g61 64g23y4t 
16
5
g21y
4
t  92g
4
2y
2
t  722y2t þ 10y2t

17
20
g21þ
9
4
g22þ 8g23

 g21y2t

171
50
g21
63
5
g22

þ 60y6t :
(A3)
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FIG. 3 (color online). MH as the function of cutoff scale. The
plus and cross signs are the perturbativity constraint with g4 ¼
0:3, 0.2 respectively. The dashed and dotted lines are the vacuum
stability constraint with g4 ¼ 0:2, 0.3 respectively. The horizon-
tal band is the current measured value of the Higgs boson mass.
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The two-loop -functions for the gauge coupling
are [23]
dgi
dt
¼ bi
162
g3i
þ 1ð162Þ2
X3
j¼1
bijg
3
i g
2
j 
X
j¼U;D;E
aijg
3
i Tr½YjYyj 

(A4)
with
bi ¼ 4110  196 7
 
; bij ¼
199
50
27
10
44
5
9
10
35
6 12
11
10
9
2 26
0
BBB@
1
CCCA;
aij ¼
17
10
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 0
0
BB@
1
CCA: (A5)
The two-loop -function of the top quark Yukawa cou-
pling is [23]
dyt
dt
¼ yt
162
ð1Þt þ ytð162Þ2 
ð2Þ
t ; (A6)
with
ð1Þt ¼ þ 9
2
y2t 

17
20
g21 þ
9
4
g22 þ 8g23

; (A7)
ð2Þt ¼ 12y4t þ y2t

393
80
g21 þ
225
16
g22 þ 36g23

þ 1187
600
g41 
9
20
g21g
2
2 þ
19
15
g21g
2
3 
23
4
g42
þ 9g22g23  108g43 þ
3
2
2  6y2t : (A8)
One-loop -functions of 1, 2 and 5 are [35,36]
1621¼

36
5
g21þ24g22

1þ10825 g
4
1þ18g42
þ72
5
g21g
2
2þ1421þ412þ222þ424þ425
þ4Tr½YyY18Tr½ðYyYÞ2; (A9)
1622 ¼ 

36
5
g21 þ 24g22

1 þ 12g42 
144
5
g21g
2
2
þ 322 þ 1212  825 þ 4Tr½YyY1
þ 8Tr½ðYyYÞ2; (A10)
1625¼

9
2
g21þ
33
2
g22

5185 g
2
1g
2
2
þð2122þ2þ84
þ6y2t þ2Tr½YyYÞ5: (A11)
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